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1. INTRODUCTION 
The time evolution of quantum systems is described by the time-dependent Schr6dmger quation 
(TDSE), 
 aTca = (1) 
where H, the Hamfltonian operator, is a Hermite operator. Assume that H is real and does not 
depend on time apparently, e.g, H = - (1/2)V 2 + V(r-). Let 
¢ = ¢r + 
then equation (1) can be written as the following infinite-dimensional c nonical equations, 
a¢, 0¢r 
at -- g~br, at = He,.  (2) 
The time-evolution of the wave function ¢(t, r-) is unitary, in other words, the time-evolution 
of vector (¢r, ¢~)T is symplectic and squared norm conserving [1]. TDSE can be discretized 
into the finite-dimensional canonical equations which conserve the discrete squared norm of the 
wave function. It is, therefore, natural and reasonable to search for a squared norm conserving 
symplectic scheme to solve it numerically. The symplectic schemes obtained by performing Cayley 
transformation or diagonal Pad~ approximation of exp (x) are both squared norm conserving, 
such as the Euler mid-point scheme [2,3]. These symplectic schemes, however, are implicit and 
their implementation contains iteration in every step. So, the computation cost is very expensive. 
When stability questions are not at issue, it often makes sense to use the explicit symp]ectic 
schemes (ESS) [4-8]. However, the conservation of the discrete squared norm, which is very 
important in quantum system, cannot be guaranteed by using ESS. By the expansion methods 
(under the zero boundary conditions) or discretization of second-order derivative in space by the 
central difference, the infinite-dimensional c nonical equations (2) can be discretized into finite 
(m)-dimensional canonical equations in Hamiltonian system [1], 
dD dC 
- -  = -SC ,  - -  = SO,  (3) 
dt dt 
where S is a real symmetric matrix, D = (dl, d2... din) T, C -- (el, c2... Cm) T. This is a linear 
and separable Hamiltonian system with the Hamiltonian function H(D, C) = (1/2)DTSD + 
(1 /2 )cTsc .  Zhu et al. [9] discussed the order conditions of n-stage and n-order ESS for the 
canonical equations (3) and optimized n-stage and n-order ESS replying on computational re- 
quirements. Gray et al. [10] discussed the order conditions and proposed a 'half unitary' condition 
to determine the coefficients of the ESS more conveniently. In this paper, we deduce the mathe- 
matical formulation of the condition which makes corresponding scheme conserve squared norm as 
accurately as possible. We call this condition the 'squared norm conserving' condition. Moreover, 
we show that the 'half unitary' condition [10] implies the 'squared norm conserving' condition' 
for even n. 
The  paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we  review some results presented by Zhu  et al. 
and Gray  et al. on the n-stage and n-order ESS  for canonical equations (3). In Section 3, we  
present the idea of optimizing n-stage and n-order ESS  and deduce the mathematical  formulation 
of the 'squared norm conserving' condition. In Section 4, we  give a numerical example  in quantum 
system to compare  the effect of three different kinds of four-stage and four-order ESS. The  
numerical results show that the optimized four-stage and four-order ESS  can conserve the squared 
norm over long time evolution and is better than the other two kinds as far as the squared norm 
is concerned. 
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2. THE EXPL IC IT  SYMPLECT IC  SCHEME 
The n-stage and n-order ESS of equation (3) is 
yl = D k - blSvC k, 
Y2 -.~ Yl - b2STXl, 
Xl ~-- C k -[- al Szy l  , 
x2 = xl + a2STy2, 
D k+l = y,~-i - b,~S~-x,~_~, C k+l -- Xn-1 + anSwD k+l, 
where ~- is time step. For simplioty, ST is denoted by x. (4) can be written as 
Dk+~ ~l Dk 
The elements/~/,3 (x) of the matrix, 




/~/u (x) = 1 + E p* (a, b) x 2', 
*=1 (5) 
n 
~?~ (x) = ~,  (~, b)~'-~, 
~1 
The coefficients p,, q,, r,, s, are polynomials of the parameters am, bm [9]. The exact solution of 
equation (3) is 
c( tk )  ' 
~f12 (X) : ~ q, (a, b) X 2~'-1, 




M (x) = sin(x) cos(x) ' 
To ensure scheme (4) is of order n, the following should be valid, 
~11 (x) - cos (x) = o (~n+l) ,  ~22 (~) - cos (~) = o (xn+l) ,  
~f12 (X) -~- sin (x) = O (xn+l )  , /~21 (X) -- sin (x) = O (:on+l) . 
Zhu et al. [7] deduced from (6) that order conditions of n-stage and n-order ESS are 
~2~bm 1 = 1, 
ml-----1 
mt --1 1 
ml=2 ~2=1 
m1-1 ~2 1 
bml E am, E bma=~.., 
m1=2 m2=l ma=l  
ml--1 m2 m3--1 1 
bin1E am2 E bin3 E am4 =~.., 
ml=3 m2~2 m3=2 m4=1 
ml--1 m2 ms--1 1 
b,~l E am~ E bm~ E am4 . . . .  
ml = [n/21 -~- 1 m2=[n/21 m3=[r~/2] m4=[r~/21-- 1 




rn l= l  
ml 1 
a~l E bm~=~. 
mt=l  rn2=l 
rnl m2--1 1 
a=, E b,.. E a,~ = a- ~ 
rnl=2 rn2~2 ma=l  
ml  rn2--1 rn3 1 
m2=2 m3~l  m4=1 
mt m2--1 m3 
am, E bm~ E a=a E 
ml=[(n -1) /2 ]+ l  m2=[(n--1) /2]+l  ms=[(n - I )~2]  m4=[(n--1)/2] 
in which there are 2n equations. These imply the following result. 
THEOREM 1. (See [9].) The coel~cients ofn-stage and n-order ESS satisfy 
ml--1 ml 
£ bm, E am~+ £ a.~, E b.~2= £ bm, £ a.~,. 
m1=2 m2=l  ml=l  m2: l  ml : l  mt=l  
Hence, there are at most 2n - 1 independent order-conditions. 
The evolution matrix of ESS is a symplectic matrix, which means [10] 
~/ITj~/I=J J=(O 1 10), 
where the superscript T denotes matrix transpose. The above equation leads to 
M T/Q22 -/QT/Q12 = 1, 
1 
bm • o o ~ - -  hi' 
which is responsible for the redundancy of the order conditions. For example, one can show that 
if/~/11, /Q12, and/V/m are accurate to order n, then/~/22 is automatically accurate to the same 
order (other permutations also work). Thus, Gray et aL make an extension of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. (See [10].) For the n-stage and n-order ESS (4) and even n, there are 3n/2 
independent conditions. For odd n, there are (3n + 1)/2 independent conditions. 
3. THE OPT IMIZED n-STAGE AND n-ORDER ESS 
There are different ways in defining the optimization of ESS (4). In this paper, the criterion is 
that the difference of the squared norm error between two steps should be as small as possible, 
i.e., we need the absolute value of 
p = (ll,~k+,ll) = - (ll~kll) ~, (7) 
as small as possible, which can be realized by appropriate choice of am, bm in (4). Here, 
m 
Ilckll == IID'~II ~+ IIc~ll =-- E (d2) ~+ ~ (41 =- 
3=1 2=1 
For even n, substituting (4) into (7) leads to 
p = (M + N) rn+lF (DkC k) + O (r"+2), (S) 
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where 
rnl--I ra2 ran 
M=(- I )  ('/2)+I bmi E am, E bma"" E bra.+,, 
m 1 =n/2-t- 1 rn2=n/2 ma=n/2 mn+i =1 
ral ms--1 rnn--1 
N=(-1)  ~/2 aml E bin, E am,'" E ara,,+~ 
rai=n/2+l ra,=n/2 ran=n~2 ra~+l=l 
Similarly, for odd n 
p = [(A + M') g (¢~) + (A + X') h (¢~)] T ~+' + O (<+2) ,  
where 
1( 1 ) ~ 
A = ~ ( (n+- l ) /2)!  
1 1 (--1)(n+1>/2 ~ 
- -  ((n+ 3)/2)[((n-- 1)/2)! -- ((n + 5)/2)!((n-- 3)/2)! +""  + ~ ] '  
rnl ra2 --I ran 
M/= (--1)(n+1>/2 am1 E b.,, E am3"" E bra.+,, 
ra~=[,,/2l+l ra,=[,,/2]+t ra3=[,,/2] ra-+ ~ 
(9) 
and 
ral--i m2 ran--I 
N/= (--1) (n+l) /2  bml E ara, E bm3"" E arab+ 1 
rnl =[n/21+2 rns=[n/2]+l m3=[n/2]+l rn~+l=l 
THEOREM 3. _For the n-stage and n-order ESS and even n, it is feasible to let 
M + N = 0, (10) 
in (8) to make IPl small. Similarly, for odd n, we can set 
A + M I = 0 and A + N'  = 0 (11) 
in (9). 
Equation (10) and (11) are called the 'squared norm conserving' condition. Therefore, optimal 
ESS can be obtained by the combination of (10) or (11) with the order conditions. In particular, 
for n = 2, (10) becomes b2albl - asbsal = 0, and the 3n/2 = 3 order conditions are bl + b2 = 1, 
ai + a2 = 1, bsal = 1/2. Solve the four equations, we can get 
{bl ,bs}= 1 v~'  ' {a l ,a2}= ,1 -~ , 
or 
{bi ,bs}= l+-x /~,  V~ ' {a l ,as}= -~,1+ . 
According to the criteria [9], 
min (a 2) = rain ~ [(a~ - n-2) 2 + (b~ - n -2) 2] , 
k=i 
(13) 
(12) gives the coefficients of the optimal ESS. 
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THEOREM 4. For the n-stage and n-order ESS (4) and even n, if the symmetric conditions [10], 
a~ = b~+l-~, j = 1, . . . ,  n, (14) 
hold, then the 'squared norm conserwng' conditmn (10) is valid. 
PROOF. From (4), one can get 
= (,l~,,~rk) (/'~/11 ('T') /~12 (~)) T (/~fll (X) M12 (,T)) ('1/)k ) 
~x/~f21 (x) ~f22 (x) ~x J~f21 (x) /~f22 (x) ~Dr k 
[~bk¢/c'~ ( J~21 (x) "~/~/21 (x) ~/[ll(X) m12(x)+~/121(x)J~22(x))(~bk~ 
= ~ , r] /~12 (x) Mll (x) -F M22 (x) M21 (x) ~:f22 (x) -~-/~222 (x) ~¢r k ] 
(15) 
Noticing the particular form of coefficient % and r~ in _~r12 ,/f/21 [9], reversing the order of 
sum in /17/21 and applying the symmetric ondition (14), we can get q~ = -r~, which leads to 
/17/12(x) = --~/21(x). Under the order conditions, the elements of the matrix at the right-hand 
side of (15) satisfy 
=0+o(x"+2), 
M121 "JF M221 = 1 -t-0 (xn+2) , M22 + ~J22-~ l-b O (xn+2 )
Hence, 
I1  +'11 = (¢~ + co (x n+2) 1 + (9 (x n+2)  \¢ r  k) = I1¢ 11 + co (P+~). 
Combining (6) with (S), the 'squared norm conserving' condition (10) holds. | 
Since/V/11 and/~/22 only contain even powers x 2k, /~/u(-x)  --/l~/n (x),-~/22 ( -x )  =/l~/22 (x). We 
recall that /~12( -x )  =/l:/21(x). Therefore, .~/(-x) = JtT/T(x). Moreover, if/17/(-x) = hT/-l(x), 
then !~/(x) is a unitary matrix. Hence, the symmetric ondition (14) proposed by Gray et al. is 
also called 'half unitary' condition. The above theorem shows that the 'half unitary' condition 
implies the 'squared norm conserving' condition for even n. 
EXAMPLE 1. In the case of n = 2, it is obvious that the 'half unitary' conditions (al = b2, 
a2 = hi) implies the 'squared norm conserving' condition (b2albl - a2b2al = 0). 
EXAMPLE 2. In the case of n = 4, instead of under the 'squared norm conserving' condition, we 
can solve the coefficients of the optimal ESS directly under the 'half unitary' conditions, which 
gives 
bl = a4 = 0.1118965355841512 b3 = a2 = -0.1465431690690314 
(16) 
b2 = a3 = 0.7035015731785551 b4 = al = 0.3311450603063251 
REMARK. For n-stage and n-order ESS (4), 'half unitary' conditions (14) presented in [10] cannot 
increase the accuracy of the discrete squared norm for odd n 
In fact, as /17/11 and ~7122 only contain x 2k = (H~-) 2k, -~/'12 and -h:I21 only contain x 2k+1 = 
(H~-) 2k+1, k = 0, 1, . . .  Under the order conditions, the coefficients of X n+l = (HT) ~+1 in/~/~z + 
/~/21 and _117/22 + IV/~2 of (15) are A+N'  and A+M' ,  respectively, where A, N' ,  and M'  are defined 
as before. That is to say,/Y/~l +/~/~1 = 1 + (A + N')x  ~+1, -~/~2 +/~/222 = 1 + (A + M')x ~+1. 
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As showed in the proof of Theorem 4, 
MI~M~ - MI2M22 = 0 + O(x"+~).  
Therefore, (15) becomes 
= (we) ~ + (wb ~ + o (x"+b = Ilwkll ~ + o (x"+b.  
We can conclude the following. 
THEOREM 5. For odd n, the n-stage and n-order ESS with the 'half-umtary' conditions (14) is 
not the optlmized ESS 
4. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
We investigate the behavior of electron in the szmulated potential using different four-stage 
and four-order ESS, 
0¢ 1 0 2 
z-if[ = (Ho + V (x)) ¢, go - 2 Ox 2 t- Yo (x), 
V0(x) = { 0, 0<x<l ,  V(x)={2zx ,  0<x<l /2 ,  
c~, x<0 or x>l ,  2¢(1 -x ) ,  1/2<x<l ,  
1°°°°°°2// _ . _~ 
looo .ooo l  I -~ --: ~_~ -i , ; - : 
qt  
,000 i!?::i°::.:.: ~-:i :-!-::-::-~ ?.~:.!--::~- ~i 
~ '~I  ~ " ~" i ~ i ~ " ~ -~. 
0 0 .2  0 .4  0 .6  0 .8  
Figure 1. Squared norm with time evolutmn by using the optimized four-stage and 
four-order ESS (sohd hne) and the usual four-stage and four-order SS (dotted hne). 
x 10 6 
1 
i -  
:: :: : -  ;: 
- -  : - -  % . . . .  -'. - .  
:- ;'_ - -  - ;  :, , : -  : :  
" -  ; ,  -, - . .  - . . -  , .  . .  - - ,  
_= . . . .  . o  
~. ee  =~k . _  - _  - =e  I t"  le  e -  -e  - ,  
- - • . .e  _ 
• . -  : _  . .  . :- :-" 
. .  
I i I i 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Figure 2 Squared norm with time evolution by using the optimized four-stage and 
four-order ESS (solid hne) and the rotor-stage and four-order ESS in [9] (dotted hne) 
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Choose initial state ¢(0, x) = (1 + i)/2[x/2sin ~rx + x/2sin 2~rx]. Expand the initial state and 
wave function ¢(t ,x)  on the eigenfunctions {Xn(x) = x/-2sin(n~rx);n = 1, 2, . . .  } of H0. Set 
N = 20 as cutoff, the N-dimensional canonical equations can be obtained. Set s = 501r 2, 
T = 0.001. We compute the squared norm of the wave function by using the optimized four-stage 
and four-order ESS (16), the usual four-stage and four-order ESS [4,5,13] and the four-stage and 
four-order ESS presented in [9], respectively. 
Figure 1 shows that the squared norm obtained by the first scheme is nearly the exact value 
(1.0 x 1000), while the second scheme produces oscillation near the exact value. Figure 2 shows 
the similar behavior of the optimized four-stage and four-order ESS and the ESS in [9]. It is 
obvious that the optimization of ESS is of great sense as far as the squared norm is concerned. 
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